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2011 marked five years of the Youth in Action and Lifelong Learning 

Programmes in Ireland: both programmes run on a seven-year 

cycle and will come to an end in 2013. Both programmes were 

operating at full tilt throughout 2011, with an increase across the 

board in funding, applications, and allocations. We can expect 

further increases in available funding in the final two years of the 

programmes, particularly for those activities that include mobility 

elements  (where participants travel to other European countries 

for work experience, to work with and learn from each other, to 

examine practice and policy, and so on.)  Our aim in Léargas is always 

to maximise the return to Ireland from the programmes we manage 

and to ensure that participants are enabled to take advantage of the 

many opportunities available to them through the different activities. 

We are pleased to report that activities are up across almost all the 

programmes we manage. 

However, the increases in funding and participation are taking place 

against a backdrop of economic uncertainty with its attendant 

decrease in resources. This has meant that Léargas must rise to 

the challenge of being more productive with fewer people. I wish 

particularly to thank all Léargas staff for their response to the 

challenges we faced in 2011: through their hard work, their dedication 

and their grace under pressure, we have been able to meet the targets 

posed for us by the programmes.  There is no question that the same 

challenges remain for us throughout the remaining two years of the 

programmes and while we have managed very well to date, we now 

face the risk that further decreases in resources may have an impact 

on our capacity to maximise the uptake of available funding and a 

resulting loss of opportunities for participants throughout Ireland.  

As we approach the end of the current seven-year cycle,  work has 

already started on the approach to funding for European programmes 

for the years 2014-2020: these will be the successors to the current 

Youth in Action and Lifelong Learning programmes. Currently in 

Europe, plans are being made for an over-arching ‘Erasmus for All’ 

programme to incorporate both formal and non-formal learning 

(including youth and community initiatives).  At all levels, Léargas 

staff are participating in working groups with colleagues in Europe 

and in discussions with our own government departments on the 

future shape of the programmes, with our efforts focused on the 

need to get the best outcomes for Irish participants.  Across a range 

of sectors there are opportunities for international exchange and 

cooperation which Léargas staff feel must be preserved, and we are 

all working hard to ensure that the needs of those sectors are well 

represented. 

In 2011, we saw the Irish Aid-funded WorldWise programme mature 

as it approached the end of its contract. From its pilot year in 2007, 

WorldWise grew from an idea to a programme that provided funding, 

resources and professional development support to post-primary 
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schools involved in partnerships with the Global South. In 2011, 70 

schools were taking part in the WorldWise programme, carrying 

out development education projects through the medium of school 

partnerships. From Kenya to Cork, from Roscommon to Vietnam, 

from India to Dublin, students and teachers worked with each other 

across boundaries of geography, culture and circumstance to look at 

common goals around issues of global justice. 

Léargas brought to WorldWise its experience in programme 

management; we supplemented this with expertise in development 

and development education in the WorldWise staff team; and 

we worked throughout the lifetime of the programme in close 

collaboration with development education experts across the 

country and beyond. I am pleased to report that two independent 

evaluations of the WorldWise programme in 2011 both reported 

very positively about its impact on teachers, students and their 

schools and communities. Irish Aid has decided to re-commission a 

revised WorldWise Global Schools Programme, which will broaden 

the remit of the programme from concentrating on partnership 

alone to increasing its reach to schools through other development 

education initiatives in the second-level sector. Léargas will be 

submitting a tender for the programme and hopes to be at the helm 

for another four years.  

The programmes that Léargas manage enable participants to avail of 

many opportunities to gain new experiences, immerse themselves 

in other languages and cultures,  and learn from peers across Europe 

and beyond, but none of this would be possible without the day-to-

day work that happens at home. Léargas staff and the Léargas Board-

-together with our colleagues in the Departments of Education and 

Skills, Children and Youth Affairs and Foreign Affairs—have ensured 

that throughout 2011 participants have been able to avail of the 

many and various opportunities, and my thanks go to all of them 

for their continued commitment.  Thanks also to the myriad youth 

workers, teachers, trainers, learners of all ages and volunteers who 

continue to use the funding available to them to improve their skills 

and bring new ideas and change into their own lives and the lives of 

those with whom they work.  

Jim Mullin

Executive Director
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Causeway is a British-Irish 
exchange programme that aims 
to strengthen and improve 
relationships between young 
people, and those that who 
work with them, on the islands 
of Britain and Ireland.

Causeway projects promote working in a team and provide a valuable 
avenue for young people to explore their perceptions of identity and 
to deal with issues of tolerance and diversity.

A celebration lunch was held in London on March 25th to mark ten 
years of Causeway.  This event was attended by the UK Ambassador 
to Ireland and the Irish Ambassador to the UK.  They both praised 
the work of the Causeway Programme, and the publication marking 
the ten years of Causeway was available at the event. Two youth 
groups--one from Clare Youth Service and one from Foróige 
Blanchardstown--attended the celebration, as well as other projects 
from Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

Case Study: 
The East Clare Community Co-operative Project
This project brought together young people from the west of Ireland 
with a group from Scotland with the aim of empowering them to 
initiate projects together and help them to create memories they 
can recall at other times in their lives.  The project highlighted the 
similarities between youth from both countries, and developed the 
friendships and leadership skills that the young people will need 
to call upon again in their lives.  By working through the various 
mediums of art and dance, young people took part in education in 
a non-formal way and developed a better understanding of each 
others’ cultures and experiences of being young in 2011.

Causeway



Ireland and Europe



Lifelong Learning Programme
The Lifelong Learning Programme (LLP) is a flagship programme of the European Union integrating various educational and training initiatives 
to enable individuals at all stages of their lives to pursue stimulating learning opportunities across Europe. 

The LLP is divided into four sectoral sub-programmes, three of which are managed in Ireland by Léargas:

• Comenius for schools 

• Leonardo da Vinci for vocational education and training  

• Grundtvig for adult education

The fourth sub-programme--Erasmus for higher education--is managed in Ireland by the Higher Education Authority.  

Youth in Action Programme
Youth in Action is the EU Programme for young people aged 13-30. It aims to inspire a sense of active citizenship, mutual understanding, 
solidarity and tolerance among young Europeans and to involve them in shaping the Union’s future. It promotes mobility within and beyond 
EU borders, non-formal learning and intercultural dialogue, and encourages the inclusion of all young people, regardless of their educational, 
social and cultural background.

Other European Programmes
In the area of language learning, Léargas helps to promote innovation, awareness and appreciation, through its work on behalf of the Council 
of Europe and the European Centre for Modern Languages. 
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Comenius
Part of the European Commission’s Lifelong Learning Programme 
2007-2013, Comenius focuses on the first phase of education: 
nursery, primary and post-primary schooling--including technical 
and vocational education--and extends to pupils, teachers and 
education staff. Comenius is also relevant for organisations such as 
parents’ associations, NGOs, local authorities, the business sector 
and social partners.

Comenius School Partnerships 
Comenius School Partnerships enable Irish schools to work together 
with other European schools on projects that are pedagogically 
relevant and encourage intercultural exchange. These projects help 
students and teachers to acquire and improve skills not only in the 
subject area on which the project is focused, but also in teamwork, 
social relations, planning and undertaking project activities and 
using information and communication technologies (ICT).  Working 
with schools from different countries also gives pupils and teachers 
the opportunity to practice foreign languages and increases their 
motivation towards language learning.

The quality and volume of mobilities undertaken by Irish schools 
in 2011 was excellent with a noted increase in pupil mobility, 
particularly at primary level.  Examples of outputs produced include 
DVDs, CDs, websites, books, research documents, websites, photo 
montages, calendars and lesson plans.  The European Shared 
Treasure Database is a repository for learning process and outcomes 
for Partnerships that is accessible to the public: www.leargas.ie/est

Comenius Contact Seminars and Preparatory Visits
Contact Seminars: Contact seminars are a great way to meet 
colleagues from other European countries, with a view to establishing 
links and creating partnerships. Funding is available for teachers and 
school staff to attend contact seminars and meet representatives of 
schools across Europe with a view to developing a Comenius School 
Partnership Project

Preparatory Visits: Under Comenius, funding is also available for staff 
of schools that have already established links, to travel to a partner 
school in order to further develop and prepare their Comenius School 
Partnership project.   Preparatory Visits permit visiting teachers to 
get to know partners in person and allow for a work plan for their 
Partnership to be initiated.
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Comenius
Comenius In-Service Training
Comenius In-Service Training (IST) supports and facilitates school 
education staff to meet the needs of their students more effectively 
ensuring quality in their delivery in the classroom and management of 
schools.  IST enables school education staff to take advantage of short-
term training abroad through attendance at courses, conferences or 
job-shadowing. Applicants value highly the opportunity to meet with 
European counterparts and to discuss experiences, methodology and 
approaches within each other’s educational setting. For language 
teachers the opportunity for total immersion increases confidence 
and renews energy for their subjects.  Those undertaking in-service 
training report that the benefits of being exposed to new practice and 
theory around ICT, methodologies, special needs, school development, 
inclusion etc. could not have been achieved from training undertaken 
at a national level.  The European dimension is a key component in 
terms of the value of training for the participants. 

2011 saw an increase in demand for funding under the Comenius 
IST action with 160 applications received and 122 applications 
funded (compared with 120 received in 2010). There are a wide 
range of thematic areas covered through this action including CLIL, 
specific language training, ICT and Media in the classroom, school 
management, intercultural studies and special needs to name but a 
few.

 

Comenius Assistantships 
Comenius Assistantships provide funding for future teachers to 
spend 13-45 weeks teaching in a school in another European country. 
The programme provides a grant towards travel, preparatory and 
subsistence costs. Schools can apply to host a Comenius Assistant. 
Assistants can be involved in language teaching or in other subject 
areas. They will often help to generate interest among students in 
language and culture and can be very helpful in integrating learners 
from other countries.

Comenius Regio Partnerships
Comenius Regio promotes joint cooperation activities between 
local and regional authorities across Europe with a direct role in 
the management of schools. The aim is to enable the participating 
regions to develop and exchange best practice, to develop sustainable 
cooperation across borders, to strengthen the European dimension 
in school education and to offer European learning experiences to 
teachers, pupils and administrators.
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Comenius: Case Studies

Réalt na Mara Senior School: AUT AUT - Community 
Learning: Network of Teachers on Autism 
This partnership (The Aut Aut project) was based on the development 
of a learning network and platform for sharing information and 
providing support to teachers and Special Needs Assistants (SNAs) 
of students with autism. It is an excellent example of mainstream 
and special schools from five countries sharing and collaborating on 
this theme. The principal of the Irish school described the impact of 
the project: 

“Motivation of our staff throughout the course of this project was 
extremely high. Many mainstream class teachers were very eager 
to learn more about teaching children with autism while the 
Special Education teachers were eager to share their knowledge 
and experiences. This project gave many members of staff the 
opportunity to investigate how students with autism are taught 
across Europe. It has taught us the value of increased inclusion in 
our teaching practices. It has highlighted the importance of life skills 
in our special education curriculum. It has also reinforced for us the 
need for more open, flexible communication between mainstream 
and special needs teachers”.

Together towards Inclusion in Post Primary Schools
Coordinated by Co. Louth VEC, this project aims to create inclusive 
practices in education to recognise the growing social, cultural 
and linguistic diversity in schools, and to help connect schools 
and museums to pupils’ experiences, interests, values and cultural 
identity. The focus will be on improving the intercultural skills 
of school, education and museum staff and promoting social 
integration and learner autonomy through innovative pedagogical 
approaches to enhance lifelong learning.  The project will develop 
an in-service training module for teachers, education advisers and 
museum education officers.

Creative Literacy through Innovation Project (C.L.I.P.).
Completed in 2011 and managed by The School Completion 
Programme of Co Waterford VEC, this project sought to raise 
literacy awareness through the use of ICT, involving the community, 
strengthening EU cooperation, deepening awareness of cultures 
through literature, sharing in the development of best practice.  The 
project has developed a transferable resource pack for those wishing 
to organise their own volunteer literacy programme available on 
www.reading-buddies.com.
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Comenius: Case Studies

Comenius Assistantship in a Primary School in 
Istanbul, Turkey. 
Caoimhe Ferguson is undertaing a Comenius Assistantship in Istanbul:

“The initial apprehension of moving to a country which has many 
cultural differences to Ireland has now been replaced with a feeling 
of warmth and love for Istanbul and Turkish people. A big part of 
this is down to the hospitality and warmth I have received from the 
teachers and students at Pilot Cengiz Topel Ilkogretim Okulu. To see 
the enthusiasm of the students speaking English has been wonderful, 
and to hear them say “we love you teacher” is an added bonus. Four 
weeks into the Assistantship, and I feel my confidence has increased 
tenfold. I can stand in front of a classroom of thirty students and have 
my voice heard. My responsibilities at the school have expanded from 
controlling the students’ English exercises and giving a presentation on 
Irish culture, to initiating a theatre production of Little Red Riding Hood 
I hope the wealth of experience I have gained so far in teaching at this 
school will help me in my career and I want to thank the Comenius 
programme for giving me this experience which has furthered my love 
for teaching and introduced me to wonderful people here in Istanbul.”

Caoimhe Ferguson introduces her students to Ireland
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Funded by the European 
Commission under the Comenius 
sectoral programme, eTwinning 
(www.etwinning.net) It is a simple 
and straightforward way to forge 
partnerships and work on projects 
with other schools in Europe using 
information and communication 
technology (ICT). 

The eTwinning platform makes it easy for teachers to communicate 
with other teachers across Europe; it also offers them opportunities 
to develop professional skills, get inspiration and work with their 
pupils in collaborative projects in a safe online environment. 
Teachers from all participating countries can register and use the 
eTwinning online tools (the Portal and the Desktop) to find each 
other, meet virtually, exchange ideas, team up in groups, learn 
together in Learning Events and engage in online projects. Projects 
are supported by the National Support Services--in Ireland, this is 
Léargas--and a Central Support Service, European Schoolnet.

In 2011, Léargas collaborated on three Professional Development 
Workshops with other National Support Services (NSS) in Estonia, 
Sweden and the UK. On each occasion Léargas played an active part 
in the organisation and delivery of the workshops, and collaborated 
with other NSSs on themes ranging from the environment to local 
tales and traditions.

Water Aqua - The Essential Resource
St. Michael’s Boys National School is located in Mervue, Galway 
and it caters for boys from 2nd to 6th classes. It participated in 
an eTwinning project ‘Water Aqua--the Essential Resource’ (it was 
also a Comenius School Partnership project) involving schools from 
Finland, France, Greece, Italy, Poland, Portugal and Turkey. 

This partnership focused on raising people’s awareness of water in 
the participating schools and their wider communities. 

Pupils created documents--accessing and inserting images, storing 
in folders--and presented the finished articles in the Twinspace (an 
online shared resource space on etwinning.net), MagazineFactory 
and in hard copy. Pupils became familiar with online publishing, 
with some of them creating presentations, and were introduced to 
Picasa and web albums. 

The project enabled pupils to communicate using VOIP technology: 
they regularly chatted on Skype. They typed up website articles, 
performed songs on the theme of water and researched the subject 
of water particularly for their water sustainability booklet. Their 
work can be found on www.droppy.net

eTwinning isn’t just about computers! 

eTwinning
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Grundtvig
The Grundtvig Programme supports all types of organisations (from 
community groups to universities) working in the adult education 
sector to engage in multilateral European projects with similar 
organisations in other European countries.  The programme also 
supports the professional development of adult education staff 
by funding them to attend short-term training, conferences, job 
shadowing and placements related to their professional development 
in another participating European country.  

Sharing and Innovating

Through Grundtvig projects, organisations and staff working in the 
sector have shared best practice and innovated together to address 
the multifaceted challenges that face those returning to education 
– and to meet their educational needs.   These projects have looked 
at topics which are related to specific groups such as those with 
disability, migrants, older learners, lone parents, prisoners and 
older men, to name but a few.   In parallel, these projects address 
the delivery of adult education in new and creative ways that work 
to improve the quality of the education experience for the adult 
learner.  By looking at how education is delivered, Grundtvig projects 
have supported organisations and staff to engage with new ICT- and 
media-based delivery and other creative methodologies (such as the 
arts) that support learning. 

Professional Development

The Grundtvig Programme also supports the professional 
development of staff through the In Service Training and Visits and 
Exchanges actions.  The professional development of staff in the 
adult education sector is integral to maintaining the knowledge, 
skills and competencies of staff throughout their professional lives.  
It acknowledges the non-static nature of knowledge, research 
and development in any professional area.   The topics explored 
include acquiring new methods and materials in the area of basic 
skills, literacy and numeracy, new media and ICT methodologies, 
intergenerational learning, prisoner education, team learning, arts 
and intercultural dialogue and facilitation techniques.    

The Grundtvig Programme increases the capacity of staff to adapt, 
amend, develop and widen provision in their organisations both 
in terms of the content of the curriculum delivered but also the 
supportive measures which facilitates adults’ full participation in 
education.  
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Grundtvig: Case Studies
University College Dublin - Participation, Identity, Integration, 
Remembrance: European Puzzle II
The project aimed to build the capacity of adult educators to 
facilitate learning about participation, identity, integration and 
remembrance.  Two workshops were held – the first focused on 
identity and remembrance and the second on participation and 
integration.  Each partner selected a theme, conducted research 
and facilitated a workshop.

All project materials were collated into an accessible publication 
– ‘Participation, Identity, Integration, Remembrance, European 
Puzzle II: Teaching citizenship for adult educators’ which acts as 
a companion to the ‘Introductory Guidelines on European Active 
Citizenship for Adult Educators’ developed during their first 
Grundtvig Learning Partnership Project.  

A course was developed as an outcome of the project to be delivered 
in UCD as part of its adult education programme ‘Citizenship--what 
is it?’. The project has also informed a Professional Development 
course on active citizenship to be delivered by UCD to 25 VEC tutors 
during the 2011-2012 academic year.  For more information, see 
http://www.ucd.ie/t4cms/guidelines%20European%20Project.pdf

Promoting Active Learning in Mathematics 
Lillian Hahessy is a tutor in the South Tipperary VEC, Adult Learning 
Scheme.  She attended a five-day training workshop in Belfast 
entitled Promoting Active Learning in Mathematics. Participants 
came from Belgium, Lithuania, Malta, Turkey and the Republic of 
Ireland. Their educational backgrounds were also diverse and in 
terms of their practice spanned the spectrum of numeracy and/or 
mathematics teaching.   Lillian stated: 

“The central point underpinning the whole programme was to 
encourage our learners to talk about maths in class, to be active 

learners. To facilitate this in our practice we the tutors/teachers must 
build on the knowledge our learners bring to class, develop effective 
questioning, use rich collaborative tasks and use co-operative small 
group work… Even though we the participants practice in a variety 
of educational institutions there was something for everyone in 
this programme. The activities we used could be simplified or made 
more difficult depending on the students’ abilities. This was my first 
time being involved in a European training programme and it was a 
very worthwhile experience.”

Supporting the use of new media in the classroom
Keith Shirley is an IT coordinator and teacher of Video Editing at 
The Carlow Institute of Further Education.  He attended a one-
week training course in Leuven, Belgium. The course, Using Video 
to Support Lifelong Learning, was organised by ATIT (Audiovisual 
Technologies, Informatics & Telecommunications). The objectives 
of the course included examining the various pedagogical uses of 
video and gaining hands-on experience by producing one’s own 
video. The course attendees were a mix of nationalities from Spain, 
Italy, Ireland and Romania. As part of the course they went on an 
historical tour of Leuven which formed the basis of the video they 
developed. Keith sums up his experience: 

“The highlight for me personally was the afternoon session with 
the staff of the Leuven University’s audio visual department. It was 
great to see technology in action in such a way that it disappeared 
into the background. It requires just a few mouse clicks for staff 
to publish their lectures online….With such a wide range of course 
attendees (from preschool to university level) there was a lot of 
exchanging of ideas and experience. During the course we were 
able to discuss how video can enhance the learning experience and 
that it is not just technology for technology’s sake. I now have lots 
of additional examples I can use in class and a huge stack of reading 
material and web links which will be available in the staffroom.”
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Grundtvig

Lillian Hahessy and colleagues from Belgium, Lithuania, Malta and Turkey

Keith Shirley learns more about video in the class-
room at Leuven University

Grundtvig Senior Help Line in Action 
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Leonardo Da Vinci
Part of the European Commission’s Lifelong Learning Programme 
2007-2013, Leonardo da Vinci focuses on vocational education and 
training (VET), using transnational cooperation to improve quality, 
foster innovation and promote the European dimension of VET 
systems and practices.

LdV Mobility
Leonardo da Vinci Mobility aims to improve VET quality by supporting 
a range of partnership projects. The Mobility action offers trainees 
and employees the chance to gain work experience in another 
European country. They can acquire new vocational, language and 
other skills, adapt to new situations, and gain insight into how 
training and workplace environments operate in other countries.

For those who manage, deliver or design VET, the action offers 
an opportunity to visit European partners to exchange expertise, 
experience and good practice. There are three funding categories:

Initial Vocational Training (IVT) 
IVT projects focus on those in initial vocational training (FETAC Level 
5 and Advanced Certificate FETAC Level 6), including apprentices. In 
2011, 11 projects were funded, with a total of 346 participants. 

People in the Labour Market (PLM) 
This category focuses on people available on the labour market 
including graduates. In 2011, seven projects were funded, with 245 
participants.

Vocational Education Training Professionals (VETPro)  
This category focuses on VET professionals who manage, deliver 
or design VET training: the action offers them an opportunity to 
visit European partners to exchange expertise, experience and 
good practice in VET. In 2011, 8 projects were funded in which 128 
people took part.

LdV Transfer of Innovation
Multilateral Transfer of Innovation (TOI) Projects aim to improve the 
quality and attractiveness of the European VET system by adapting 
and integrating innovative content or results to new settings through 
working with transnational partners. This involves the adaptation of 
innovative project results, their transfer, piloting and integration into 
public and private systems and practices at sectoral, national and 
Community level in response to the needs of new target groups and 
users. 
During 2011, three separate support meetings were held for each 
generation of TOI projects (ranging across the years 2009-11) 
covering topics such as project and contract management, 
evaluation and dissemination/exploitation. At eight, the number 
of project applications in 2011 was down on previous years;  four 
projects were approved for funding. These projects provide clear 
impacts in terms of ‘exploitation’ of project results or good practice. 
This includes a planned process of transferring the successful results 
of programmes and initiatives to appropriate decision-makers or 
implementing programmes with other partners.

LDV Partnerships
Leonardo da Vinci Partnerships provide a framework for small-scale 
cooperation activities between VET organisations enabling them to 
exchange information at a European level. They facilitate groups to 
share good practice, discuss problems and compare solutions. 

In 2011 there was an increased demand for Partnership funding 
with a total of 50 applications: 19 of these were selected. Approved 
projects came from a wide range of organisations dealing with topics 
such as social farming in Europe, vocational training for outdoor arts 
and recognition of prior learning for VET teachers and trainers. A 
Partnerships Project Workshop took place in June involving projects 
from the 2009 and 2010 generations and covered a range of topics 
such as communication, quality management and evaluation. 
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Leonardo Da Vinci: Case Studies

In 2011 the FÁS project ‘Europool for initial vocational training in the 
construction sector’ enabled a number of apprentices in construction 
trades at FETAC level 6 to go on a 12-week work placement in 
Germany. During the placement, participants completed Phase 7 
of their on-the-job apprenticeship in a construction-related trade. 
Participants worked with experienced craft-persons to practice the 
skills acquired in the off-the-job phases of their apprenticeship and 
to develop new skills and competences.  

A successful PLM project in 2011 was ‘Competence Enhancement 
in Sustainable Building through European Mobility III’. The project 
was originated by Tipperary Rural and Business Development 
Institute, which has recently been merged with Limerick Institute 
of Technology. Construction craftsmen were facilitated by Tipperary 
Rural and Business Development Institute to undertake a  two-week 
training and work placement in Germany.

In 2011, Galway Technical Institute (GTI) ran the Project for Applied 
Learning, which involved tutors from GTI undertaking a week-long 
exchange period to either Spain or the UK. During the exchange 
period, participants discovered innovative ways of incorporating 
applied learning into their system of education.

The TPB Leap--Creative Futures
Promoted by Inchicore College of Further Education on behalf of 
the City of Dublin VEC, TBP Leap-Creative Futures developed an 
interactive method of using the vast potential of the internet to 
make distance learning stimulating, motivating and fun. The result 
is a virtual world for learners wishing to acquire new skills in event 
production and theatre development. The project is also aimed at 
trainers interested in upgrading their skills in eLearning. The final 
integrated eLearning package consists of an online curriculum and 
a virtual learning environment, which delivers a fun element as well 
as the opportunity for the learner to experiment with technical 

theatre skills prior to moving on to the real machines. It includes 
virtual stages and virtual lighting desks as well as modules in 
costume design, administration and PR.

The Industrial Engineering Standards in Europe (IESE) promoted by 
the Institute of Industrial Engineering.
The IESE project involved partners from Ireland, the Netherlands, 
Germany, Denmark, Iceland and Sweden. The project mapped and 
analysed the Industrial Engineering Educational Programme (IEEP) 
for each participating country against the European Framework 
of Qualifications (EFQ) and the European Credit Transfer System 
(ECTS). A prototype IEEP was developed as a reference for an 
industrial survey, to highlight any gaps between the educational 
programmes being offered by the partner countries and the skill/
knowledge requirements of industrial managers. Both objectives 
were successfully completed and a project report documented the 
process used to create the IESE education model and the results 
of the industrial survey carried out in Ireland, the Netherlands and 
Iceland. 

The Being Active Building Passive Houses for Future Europe, with 
the participation of FÁS.
This Partnership involved five partners from four countries: Sweden, 
Germany, France and Ireland. The main aim was to analyse how to 
build houses using less energy with a particular focus on comparing 
the construction of passive houses in the different countries. 
During the project, staff from the schools, training organisations 
and construction companies collected knowledge about 
environmentally friendly methods of construction from experts in 
the different countries. They compared curricula and educational 
systems and how to integrate this knowledge into the curriculum. 
They also selected groups of trainees from each country who 
travelled to the partner countries to learn about the construction 
of passive houses. The project ended with a conference in Sweden.
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Study Visits for Education and 
Training Specialists
Study Visits for education and vocational training specialists and 
decision makers are one of the key actions of the LLP transversal 
programme, the objective of which is to support policy development 
and cooperation in lifelong learning at European level. The Study 
Visits Programme addresses those who are responsible for the 
development of education and vocational training policies at local, 
regional or national levels. 

Through Study Visits, participants can spend up to one week in 
another European country, learning about policies, practices and 
approaches in education. The visits provide a forum for discussion, 
exchange and learning on themes of common interest and on 
European and national priorities. By exchanging innovative ideas and 
practices, participants promote the quality and transparency of their 
education and training systems. Study Visits are also an invaluable 
networking opportunity and a chance to meet potential partners for 
transnational collaborative projects. 

NFQ and EQF Frameworks for Lifelong Learning, 
October 2011
As well as managing outgoing Irish participants, Léargas hosts six 
study visits a year for incoming European participants. In October 
2011, Léargas hosted 12 policy makers from ten European countries 
on a study visit entitled NFQ and EQF – Frameworks for Lifelong 
Learning. This was a peer-learning visit attended by the European 
Centre for the Development of Vocational Training (CEDEFOP) which 
manages the Study Visits programme on behalf of the European 
Commission.  

The visit examined national and European policies relating to 
education and training, the implementation and development of the 
National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) in Ireland with references 
to the European Qualifications Framework (EQF). The group received 
presentations from the National Qualifications Authority of Ireland 
(NQAI), the Further Education and Training Awards Council (FETAC) 
and the Irish Business and Employers’ Confederation (IBEC). They 
visited Ballyfermot College of Further Education, FÁS Training Centre 
Ballyfermot, Skillnets, School of Culinary Art and Food Technology 
DIT, MANDATE, and College of Amenity Horticulture, Teagasc. 

Through workshops, discussions and presentations,  meetings 
with policy makers, students, trainers and teachers, and visits to 
organisations and schools, the study visit enabled the exchange of 
experiences, innovative and creative practices between the Irish 
organisations and the participants from Europe.  
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Peer learning at “The Bots”

Peer learning returns to the classroom:  NQF and EQF Frameworks for Learning Study Visit 2011



Through projects involving young people from all over Europe and 
beyond, the EU-funded Youth in Action Programme (YiA) helps 
thousands of young people in Ireland to develop skills and gain life 
experience. The programme also gives youth leaders and trainers 
opportunities to bring an international dimension to their work and 
to learn about innovative and best practice methods in non-formal 
learning in other countries. 

Activities funded under the programme include Youth Exchanges, 
Youth Initiatives and Youth Democracy Projects; European Voluntary 
Service; cooperation with neighbouring countries of the EU and other 
countries of the world; Youth Support Systems (including training and 
networking activities); and Youth Policy Seminars. 

In 2011 there were 1943 participants in Irish Youth in Action projects.  
Of these, 1046 were women/girls: 54% of the total. The number of 
people reported as taking part in the other actions of Programme 
increased from 1389 in 2010 to 1655 in 2011.  

There were several high points during the year, including the film 
festival of youth groups’ videos presented during Youth Week and the 
promotional and partner-finding events run in partnership between 
Léargas and youth sector organisations.  

Youth Exchanges
Youth Exchanges bring together groups of young people from two 
or more countries, providing them with an opportunity to meet and 
learn about different countries and cultures.

As an overall outlook on Irish youth organisations taking part in 
Youth Exchanges, there has been an increase in activity: 2011 saw 
96 applications submitted and 64 of those approved, indicating an 
average 10% increase on 2010. In total, 661 Irish young people and 
143 Irish youth leaders were involved in Youth Exchanges this year.

Youth Initiatives
Youth Initiatives bring together groups of young people to design, 
develop and run projects to explore needs or ideas important to 
them. Youth Initiative projects are thought up, set up, run and 
managed by young people and so provide opportunities to young 
people to develop a range of skills. The projects also help young 
people to better understand their communities and address issues 
that have a direct impact on them.

There was an increase of 71 (34%) in the number of young people 
involved in youth initiatives this year.  Of these, 40% identified 
themselves as young people with fewer opportunities. 2011 saw 
202 of the total of 281 (71%) in the younger age bracket taking part 
in youth initiatives, which may demonstrate that youth initiative 
projects are valued as a skills development opportunity to support 
young people to gain further education or skills towards employment.

Youth Democracy
With the aim of promoting young people’s participation in civic life, 
Youth Democracy projects promote the development of activities 
between groups of young people--aged 13 to 30--and decision 
makers or those with experience of policy within the youth field.  

2011 proved a challenging year in the promotion and uptake of 
Youth Democracy Projects, with only one application submitted and 
approved. 

Killaloe/Ballina Youth Initiative decided to develop and coordinate a 
youth democracy project for five months with the aim of exploring 
how different communities hear the voice of young people. The 
project involved the Irish group working in partnership with a 
Community Development organisation.  Young people from Scotland 
linked in with Dundee Town Council and the local youth service, whilst 
partners from the Netherlands--a youth group with high media and 
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Youth in Action



technology experience--created partnerships with the local district 
council. The group intends to continue the development of this 
project and to build on the strong working relationships created to 
ensure new opportunities for the young people in their communities.

European Voluntary Service
European Voluntary Service (EVS) offers young people—aged 18-
30—the opportunity for personal development along with practical 
experience through participating in unpaid volunteer projects 
abroad. 

EVS is the largest single Action in terms of funding in our Programme.  
Young people experience long duration projects away from home.   
Volunteer reports tell us of the real learning and value of European 
Voluntary Service for them.  The hosting projects also report the 
many benefits to their organisations and to their local communities 
of having EVS volunteers.  

In 2011, the annual EVS Day was held in January:  this day brings 
together EVS projects with prospective volunteers and prospective 
project promoters to share learning, to promote participation and 
to evaluate project activities. Léargas surveyed all organisations at 
the EVS day to assess new training needs and in response organised 
training on Youthpass and Risk for Mentors in September.

Youthpass
Youthpass is a tool for participants of projects funded by the Youth 
in Action Programme to describe what they have done and to 
show what they have learnt. Youthpass is used to validate learning 
outcomes gained in YIA projects. Youthpass Certificates are available 
for European Voluntary Service, Youth Exchanges, Training Courses 
and for Youth Initiatives.

Eurodesk
Eurodesk is a free information service for young people and provides 
access to comprehensive information on living, working, travelling 
and studying in Europe. It also operates a support desk that  answers 
specific queries. 

Léargas manages Eurodesk Ireland through a network of local Youth 
Information Centres (YICs) which are administered and housed by 
a variety of youth organisations and receive separate funding from 
the Youth Affairs Section of the Department of Health and Children. 
These Centres operate as an integrated part of locally based youth 
services and provide a free, generalist, drop-in information service, 
in specially designed premises, to young people and those who work 
with them. 

In 2011, Léargas worked with the Eurodesk network of relays to 
encourage involvement in the Youth in Action Programme and in the 
Structured Dialogue policy formation process for young people.  The 
programme ‘So You Think That You Know it All’ (SYTYKIA) was used.  
The network of Eurodesk relays was particularly active during Youth 
Week in facilitating events around the country.

The separate Eurodesk website was also redesigned and continues 
to promote access to the EU Youth Portal.   
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Youth in Action



Bringing it all together
St Michael’s Parish is an independent community-based youth 
service established in 1986 and working with young people aged 
10-21 years from across Inchicore, in the south inner city of Dublin. 
Their youth exchange project evolved as part of a youth consultation 
conducted as part of the Combined Canal Communities Intercultural 
Youthwork Strategy. The young people identified a gap in the area 
of citizenship, and planned to combine the long-term community 
work of a Youth Initiative with a Youth Exchange addressing youth 
engagement and citizenship. The exchange lasted seven days 
and targeted young people aged 15 to 18 years. The participants 
represented Irish young people and the Kurdish community resident 
in Finland. Throughout the preparation phase the young people 
were encouraged to research and learn about the role of the 
EU and what it means to be a European citizen.  Drama, puppet-
making workshops and sports were the tools used to explore the 
topics and the young people were involved in selecting, planning 
and co-facilitating some of the workshops and activities during the 
exchange. As a result of this youth exchange, two of the participants 
will take part in European Voluntary Service (EVS) in 2012.

Breaking it down
The “Break it Down” Rap Music Youth Initiative from Mayfield 
was the first of its kind to take place for young people in Cork. It 
involved nine teenagers working together with a rapper/music 
producer to write, produce and record a hip hop album. The 
teenagers volunteered to contribute their talents (including rapping, 
beatboxing, DJing, singing and playing guitars) to create fresh, urban 
music to appeal to people across all generations.  The main aim for 
the young people was to be active in sharing their thoughts (through 
music) on sensitive or social issues with the community. They aimed 
to break down communication barriers and open up discussion 

in their community. Through brainstorming sessions, the group 
selected a number of themes to work with in their music.  These 
included family issues, teen stereotypes, poverty, local community, 
drugs, racism and relationships. Each participant gained hands-on 
experience in the whole process of creating music and developing 
new skills of their own. With the support of the facilitator, the self-
motivated group participated in weekly workshops on their album. 
They also expressed an interest in developing an intergenerational 
programme which will involve collaboration with older community 
members.  The participants took on the responsibility to promote 
the music they created. This involved playing gigs and approaching 
local and national press, radio and TV broadcasters, to get exposure.

High Rez
Best practice in EVS in 2011 is demonstrated in a number of activities 
carried out by the High Rez Youth Group in Bray County Wicklow, 
one of which involved hosting a volunteer from Lithuania for 10 
months. The volunteer was involved in the general running of the 
Youth Centre, which gave them an opportunity to experience all of 
the levels of responsibility that are relevant to this type of work. The 
range of youth work experiences that the volunteer was engaged 
in include leadership training, drop in, multimedia, music, outdoor 
adventure, the arts, youth clubs, personal development projects and 
other activities as suggested and developed by the young people and 
or the volunteer.  High Rez has also become an active EVS sending 
organisation.
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Youth in Action: Case Studies
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Youth in Action

Youth workers gather at a Contact-Making Seminar in Dublin

Youth Democracy: a helping hand
Youth workers explore the ideas of Inclusion in Youth Work
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Language Teaching and Learning
The European Language Label
The European Language Label (ELL)/An Séala Eorpach Teanga is 
an annual award that recognises creative and inventive projects 
to improve the quality of language teaching and learning in all 
sectors and at all education levels. It is simultaneously run in over 
20 European countries and has been a major event in the languages 
calendar since 1998. The Label is coordinated by the European 
Commission and managed in Ireland by Léargas.

To coincide with the 10th Anniversary of the European Day of 
Languages in 2011, the celebration of the European Language Label 
took place at Woodlock Hall, All Hallows College, in Dublin on 26 
September. The keynote address was given by Maura Clancy, former 
Assistant Chief Inspector at the Department of Education and Skills. 
The four winning projects demonstrated their strengths as practical, 
hands-on tools to promote innovation in language acquisition and 
teaching. Maura Clancy pointed out that “a recurring feature of this 
year’s projects is the use of ICT in the learning of languages and in 
the practical application of language learning to the workplace. One 
might say that this year’s winners have justified the ‘C’ in ICT!”  The 
four winning projects in 2011 were:

Online German Homework Submission Wiki 

Multicom 112 Extension Project 

Content and Language Integrated Learning training (CLIL) for 
mainstream teachers in the Post Primary classroom. Making the 
curriculum more accessible and inclusive for EAL (English as an 
Additional Language) learners 

Authentik Language Interactive

Four Language Learners of the Year were also honoured at this event. 
The purpose of this award is to recognise outstanding achievements 
of individual language learners. This award targets learners, of any 
age and from any sector, who have tackled the challenges of learning 
a language and have emerged with significantly improved language 

skills.  The winning 2011 Language Learners ranged in age from 13 to 
65 years, embodying the ethos of Lifelong Learning.  

The 2011 Language Learners of the Year were:

Jessica Gough - University of Limerick

Simon Sztyrmer - St. Brigid’s NS, Singland

Ralph Hurley O’Dwyer - Newbridge College

Paddy O’Connor - Central Library, ILAC Centre

European Day of Languages
The European Day of Languages (EDL) is a Council of Europe initiative, 
held annually on 26 September, which aims to alert the public to 
the importance of language learning, increase awareness and 
appreciation of all the languages spoken in Europe, and encourage 
lifelong language learning.

In 2011, Léargas ran two competitions for schools to promote 
the European Day of Languages.  The winners of the video clip 
competition were chosen on the basis of their creativity, language 
skills, technical skills and talent.  The three winning video clips 
were showcased on the Léargas website and are a testament to the 
ingenuity of the pupils from:

Scoil Mhuire,Kanturk, Co. Cork, 

Árdscoil na Tríonóide, Rathstewart, Athy, Co. Kildare, 

Newbridge Educate Together National School, Green Road, The 
Curragh, Co. Kildare 

The jury was also most impressed by the levels of creativity, artwork 
and the skills involved in incorporating languages into the wall 
calendar competition. The Primary-level prize went to St Laurence’s 
National School, Greystones, Co. Wicklow and the Second-level prize 
went to Ellen George, 1st Year, Ashbourne Community School, Co. 
Meath.  
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Language Teaching and Learning
European Centre for Modern Languages
The European Centre for Modern Languages in Graz, Austria, 
was created by the Council of Europe to encourage excellence 
and innovation in language teaching and to help Europeans learn 
languages more efficiently. Léargas is the Irish contact point for ECML 
and maintains a database of more than 5,000 contacts involved in 
the field of language education, teaching and training in order to 
keep them informed of ECML activities, news and events.

Three Irish participants attended ECML workshops in Graz in 2011, 
as follows: 

Doris Devilly
Organisation: National University of Ireland, Galway. School of 
Languages, Literature and Culture (German) 
ECML Conference: Empowering Language Professionals 

Karen Ruddock
Organisation: Post-Primary Languages 
Initiative
Workshop: Developing online 
teaching skills

Annelie Eberhardt, M.A.
Organisation: National University of 
Ireland, Galway, School of Language, 
Literatures and Cultures; German 
Section 
ECML Conference: Empowering 
Language Professionals

One of the four winners of Language Learner of the Year 
2011, Jessica Gough, pictured here with her parents

Simon Sztyrmer, another of the winners of 
Language Learner of the Year, 2011, receives his 
award from Ms Maura Clancy

One of the winners of the European Language Label 
2011,  for their work on Multicom112: Joan Lowe,  
Martin Dolan and Finian Joyce of Leitrim County Council



Ireland and the World
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WorldWise
WorldWise is a development education programme that aims 
to raise awareness of development issues through its support of 
learning partnerships between post-primary schools in Ireland and 
in the Global South. WorldWise provides supports and structures 
that enable schools to develop partnerships that are equitable, 
educational and sustainable.  The programme is funded by Irish Aid 
and managed by Léargas. 

Based on good practice from on-going projects, WorldWise 
develops resources for teachers and students, provides Professional 
Development Workshops for Irish and partner teachers, and holds 
annual events for students and teachers. 

Seeds of Learning
2011 got off to a great start with the third annual WorldWise Forum, 
‘Seeds of Learning’ which was attended by over 530 students and 
teachers from 39 Irish schools, three partner schools (from India, 
Lesotho and Zambia) and four Irish networks. The Forum brought 
together this wide range of participants to share learning and ideas 
from their partnership projects through workshops, school stands 
and student presentations. 

From Aid to Understanding
At our Teacher Conference in April, teachers gathered to review 
progress and discuss future options for their partnership projects. 
Teachers had the opportunity to upskill in a variety of participatory 
workshops and to listen to Dr. Niamh Gaynor’s keynote address, ‘From 
Aid to Understanding: Partnerships in Development Education.’

Common Global Issues
In 2011, small grants enabled partnerships to develop during an 
interim phase of the programme. WorldWise participants were 
involved in joint projects on topics including health, music, art, 
human rights, climate change and social justice.  WorldWise grants 
funded these project activities as well as a small number of Irish 
and partner teacher visits, where participants worked with their 
peers to advance their joint projects and develop their partnership 
agreements. 

A small group of Irish students from North Presentation Secondary 
School, Farranree, Cork were supported in their visit to their partner 
school, Sacred Heart Higher Matriculation Secondary School in 
Chennai, India. The visit provided a platform for the students to 
share ideas, culture and experiences with their peers, to strengthen 
the relationship between their two schools, and to deepen their 
understanding of common global issues. 



Sowing the Seeds
Following a pilot programme in 2007, the number of schools, students 
and teachers involved in the WorldWise programme has grown each 
year.  As of 2011, more than 10% of Irish second-level schools are 
involved in WorldWise partnerships and networks, through which  
students and teachers in 20 counties throughout Ireland are linked 
with 13 countries in Africa and Asia.
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WorldWise

Participants in the Pobalscoil Chorca Dhuibhne-Morate 
High School link at Forum 2011

An important part of any forum is 
the feedback from students at the 
closing session 

Students from North Presentation 
Farranree--partnered with Sacred Heart 

Higher Matriculation Secondary School in 
Chennai, India--at Forum 2011
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IAESTE (The International Association for the 
Exchange of Students for Technical Experience) is 
a worldwide work experience programme which 
arranges paid traineeships in technical fields.  It 
offers students studying architecture, engineering, 
information technology or science in full-time 

third-level education the opportunity to live and gain relevant training 
in another country.

IAESTE Ireland is managed by Léargas in partnership with the 
Department of Education and Skills. As well as supporting Irish students 
in gaining work experience abroad, IAESTE Ireland co-operates with 
Irish employers to find work placements for international students 
coming to Ireland. 

With IAESTE, students have the opportunity to explore a new culture, 
develop language skills, meet the challenges of living abroad and add 
valuable work experience to their CV. Employers also benefit from 
having access to well-qualified and motivated trainees from abroad.

Marina Cumiskey is a student of Civil Engineering at Dublin Institute of 
Technology, Bolton Street. In summer 2011, Marina completed a 12-
week traineeship with the Rhomberg Group, a Civil Engineering firm 
focusing on sustainable construction, based in Bregenz, Austria.

IAESTE

Marina Cumiskey (far left) and other IAESTE trainees in Bregenz, Austria



The National Centre for Guidance 
in Education is an agency of the 
Department of Education and 
Skills, under the aegis of Léargas, 
with responsibility to support and 
develop guidance practice in all 
areas of education and to inform the 
policy of the Department in the field 
of guidance. 

Key Activities in 2011
The Management of Guidance Committee attended training in 
Corporate Governance and began the process of Strategic Planning 
for the following three to five  years. 

NCGE Director as a member of the Accommodation Working group 
worked with Léargas on the plans for moving premises to shared 
accommodation and services with Léargas. 

The Management of Guidance Committee met four times in 2011. 

NCGE applied successfully for a Work placement programme 
participant as part of the national FAS programme.  This placement 
was filled for nine months in 2011.

Post Primary Activities
NCGE developed an island (Cuan Eolais) in Second Life in partnership 
with Kilkenny Education Centre for the purpose of supporting 
guidance counsellors’ professional development.  The use of Second 
Life was integrated into Module 1 and Module 3 delivery in 2011 as 
part of a pilot programme.  Second Life was also used to support a 
community of practice for five guidance counsellors in 2011.  The 
three meetings were facilitated by Prof. Jean McNiff and NCGE. 

Module 3 was delivered for the first time from October, 2011 to 
May, 2012.  Prior to workshop 1 all participants received support 
and feedback from the course team in terms of their readiness for 
the module.  Meetings prior to workshop 1 were held virtually in 
Second Life.  

NCGE piloted the delivery of Module 1 to CDVEC CFE guidance 
counsellors in 2011. Review of the programme suggested that in 
future provision of the programme, NCGE could adapt the content 
to include both post primary and PLC guidance counsellors within 
the one programme. 

NCGE provides the Whole School Guidance Planning programme as 
a HETAC accredited course. 
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National Centre for Guidance 
in Education
Research into the Practice of Counselling by Guidance 
Counsellors in Second Level Schools
The Researchers submitted the Final Report to the NCGE, which 
was published in December. The DES published its Response to the 
Research recommendations with an outline of actions requested of 
NCGE to address these recommendations.  This research and the 
DES response are available to download on www.ncge.ie

Committee of Psychometric Testing 

The annual meeting of the Advisory Committee on Psychometric 
Testing was held on the 30th May, 2011.  The aim of the Committee 
is to review the Department of Education and Science’s list of 
psychometric tests distributed to schools in September of each year. 

Adult Education Sector Activities

NCGE co-ordinates the development of the Adult Educational 
Guidance Initiative (AEGI) on behalf of the DES.  There are 40 AEGI 
Services nationally managed by the VECs and WIT. 

In response to the Overarching Evaluation of the AEGI report 2010, 
The National Advisory group for the AEGI was re-established in 2011 
as a smaller group than previously, chaired and managed by the DES 
Further Education Section, with membership of NCGE, IVEA, AEGAI 
and DES. 

The Director represents NCGE and the AEGI on the DES IVEA Advisory 
group for the Intensive Tuition of Adult Basic Education (ITABE). 

As part of the SOLAS developments, NCGE worked with the 
Further Education section on the guidance sub group of the SOLAS 
implementation group  

NCGE worked with the DES Further Education Section to make 
appropriate changes to the AEGI Quarterly reports. DES and NCGE 
agreed that these reports would be required from AEGI services 
twice per year.   NCGE began a pilot of these new reports with the 
AEGI services in 2011 with the view to completing the pilot in 2012.

General AEGI activities

NCGE co-ordinated the CPD programme for the AEGI Guidance Co-
ordinators, Guidance Counsellors and Information officers in May 
and December. 

AEGI Web Based Handbook

NCGE co-ordinated the development of online resources for the 
AEGI web-based handbook.   With changes to the Quarterly reports, 
NCGE provided an executive summary report for the Services, which 
was accessible to all Services via the Handbook. This is available with 
secure staff access on www.ncgeaegihandbook.com

NCGE worked in collaboration with the AEGI services to develop ICT 
based resources for the handbook.

Primary Education and Non-formal Sector activities 

NCGE News includes articles on guidance issues in non-formal and 
primary education sector.    

Articles were published in NCGE News highlighting guidance practice 
in primary education across the EU.  

The Guidance Officer working on the EUROGUIDANCE network 
continues to research the level of formal guidance in the primary 
school system in other EU countries. Examples of good practice were 
disseminated in NCGE News. 
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Higher Education activities

NCGE Euroguidance Co-ordinator made presentations to post-
graduate students of guidance counselling in the universities on 
areas of guidance policy and Euroguidance activities.  NCGE attended 
and presented at the postgraduate fairs in University of Limerick (UL) 
and University College Cork (UCC).

NCGE News includes articles on guidance issues in higher education 
and highlights examples of innovative practice and resources.

NCGE provides the Whole School Guidance planning programme as 
a HETAC accredited course. 

NCGE Director and Guidance Programme Co-ordinator met with 
HETAC to clarify the issue regarding new nomenclature for HETAC 
awards to bring NCGE WSGP programme award in line with all HETAC 
providers.  

European Activities
EUROGUIDANCE

Co-ordinator attended study visits and hosted visits as outlined in 
the grant request for Euroguidance programme of activities and 
attended EUROGUIDANCE Network training throughout the year.  

EUROGUIDANCE co-ordinator contributes to Euroguidance activities 
via editing of the Euro guidance network newsletter, responding 
to all EUROGUIDANCE queries and the active involvement in the 
redevelopment of the Euroguidance website with other network 
partners.

NCGE led and piloted the development of a National Data Source 
for PLOTEUS II with NQAI/Qualifax and Intrasoft, the EU Commission 
contracted software development company. The Euroguidance 

Co-ordinator, NCGE/DES representative Mark Deegan, and NQAI 
representatives presented the outcomes of the pilot to the PLOTEUS 
II co-ordination meetings in Brussels in October.

As part of a digital marketing strategy for Euroguidance, proposed by 
the Euroguidance Co-ordinator,   NCGE established a Facebook page 
for the promotion of mobility and learning opportunities across the 
EU. 

European Schools

NCGE co-ordinated the provision of guidance by Irish guidance 
counsellors and through a phone service for the children of Irish 
parents, who are enrolled in European Schools in Brussels and 
Luxembourg.  NCGE developed new resources for this service.

Academia

NCGE co-ordinates Academia – European Exchange of Guidance 
Counsellors which is funded by the Lifelong Learning Programme, 
as part of the Leonardo da Vinci (Mobility) action.  NCGE in co-
operation with Irish guidance practitioners hosted a programme 
for 11 incoming practitioners from Italy, Sweden, Finland, Norway, 
France and Spain in March 2011 in Dublin. Irish guidance counsellors 
went on exchange visits to Finland, Estonia, Norway and France.  

EU Conferences

As DES designated representative, NCGE led the country team, 
working with the DES inspectorate and IGC to complete the 
submission to the ICCDPP. NCGE attended the Symposium on 
Guidance as part of the country team in Budapest, Hungary in 
December 2011. 
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Léargas

Léargas is a not-for-profit organisation that operates under the aegis 
of the Department of Education and Skills and the Office of the 
Minister for Children and Youth Affairs. Léargas also works closely 
with the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Innovation and the 
Department of Foreign Affairs.

For more than twenty years Léargas has managed European, 
national and international exchange and cooperation programmes 
in education, training and youth and community work. 

Its mission is to enable people to take their place as European and 
global citizens in a changing world through their participation in 
international and national collaborative programmes in formal and 
non-formal education and vocational training.

In carrying out its mission, Léargas upholds the following core values:

• Quality: we aim to provide an effective, efficient and responsive 
service to all with whom we work

• Partnership: both within Léargas and in our work with others 
in the sector, our approach is one of collaboration and 
cooperation

• Transparency: in all our work we value openness, integrity and 
honesty

• Inclusion: we provide all our services fairly and equitably, 
with an emphasis on reaching disadvantaged groups and 
individuals

• Development: we bring a developmental focus to all the work 
we do

• Support: we recognise that our staff are our key resource and 
we support their professional and personal development

Internally, Léargas is divided into five teams:

• Central Services, which provides administrative, financial and 
information management services to the whole organisation. 

• The Education Service, which manages most of the schools 
programmes (Comenius, eTwinning, East West Schools), Study 
Visits and adult education (Grundtvig). 

• Vocational Education and Training Services, which manages 
the Leonardo da Vinci and IAESTE programmes. 

• Youth Work Services, which manages the youth and community 
programmes (Youth in Action, Causeway and Eurodesk). 

• The WorldWise team, which manages the Irish Aid WorldWise 
schools linking and immersion programme.  

In addition, the National Centre for Guidance in Education operates 
under the aegis of Léargas.
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Léargas Board  

Eamon Kinch - Chairperson (to 04/11)
Dominica Crean
Gary Kearney (to 04/11)
Rose Malone (to 04/11) 
Marian O’Callaghan
Jim O’Donovan (to 11/11) (OMYCA) 
Gerardine Skelly (Department of Education and Skills) 
Des O’Loughlin (Department of Education and Skills)

Léargas Staff 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Jim Mullin

CENTRAL SERVICES
Fionnuala Broughan - Information and Knowledge Manager, 
WorldWise Programme Manager
Naoise Byrne - Administrator
Ann Ryan - Acting Accounts Officer
Mary O’Sullivan - Acting Financial Assistant
<vacancy> - Database Administrator
<vacancy> - Receptionist

VET SERVICES
Pat Halley - Programme Manager
Siobhán Wallace - Programme Officer TOI/Partnerships
Neil Maher - Project Officer TOI/Partnerships
Weronika Gasior - Project Assistant TOI /Partnerships
Olive Mooney/Gráinne Carley - Administrator
Fiona Croke - Project Officer Mobility
Elva Duggan - Project Officer Mobility
Brigid Kelly - Project Assistant Mobility
Charis Hughes - IAESTE Exchange Officer
<vacancy> - ICT Project Officer

EDUCATION SERVICE
Lorraine McDyer - Programme Manager
Denise Shannon - Grundtvig Programme, Comenius In-Service, 
Multilateral Projects and Networks.
May Diamond - Grundtvig Programme, Comenius In-Service
Lisa Fox - Comenius Partnerships, Assistantships, EDL, ECML, Language 
Label
Kay O’Regan - eTwinning 
Jeanette Saunders - Comenius Partnerships, Assistantships
Ivanna D’Arcy - Study Visits
Brian Desmond - Study Visits 
Nellie Tattersall - EDL, ECML, Language Label, Comenius and 
Grundtvig Programmes
Ronan Ivory - Finance Officer
Kathleen Carey  - East West, Comenius and Grundtvig Contact 
Seminars, eTwinning
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Léargas and NCGE 2011
YOUTH WORK SERVICE
Des Burke - Programme Manager
Lorraine Gilligan - Training & Evaluation, Actions 4&5, Causeway
Patricia Dalton - Actions 1&3, Causeway
<vacancy> - Action 2, Causeway
Malgorzata Fiedot-Davies - Eurodesk
Emmanuelle Place - Finance Officer
Carlos Barcelo - Administrator
Emma Grainger- Administrative Assistant (to 06/11)

WORLDWISE
Eva Creely - Project Officer
Mary McCarthy - Education Officer
Althea O’Sullivan - Project Assistant

NCGE Staff
 
Jennifer McKenzie   - Director 
Linda Darbey - Guidance Programme Coordinator 
Hilary Lynch - Guidance Officer (EUROGUIDANCE Coordinator)
Ursula Kearney - Guidance Officer
Shivaun Gallagher - Information Officer
James Hogan - Administrative Officer
<vacancy> - Administrative Assistant
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Summary of Accounts 2011
Income and Expenditure Account for the year ended 31 December 2011

Income € Expenditure € Surplus (Deficit) €
Youth Work Service 853,284 853,284 -
Education Service 1,145,912 1,145,912 -
Vocational Education & 
Training Services

1,044,709 1,044,709 -

NCGE 744,098 744,098 -
WorldWise 195,838 195,838 -
Miscellaneous Projects 3,654 3,654 -

3,980,196 3,980,196 -
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 RÉAMHRÁ 

As the Chairman of the Management of Guidance Committee of NCGE, it is my privilege to introduce the Output 
Statement Report 2011 of the National Centre for Guidance in Education. This report will be published online 
as an Annex to the Léargas Annual report 2011 and available to download from the Centre’s website. 

The NCGE is an agency of the Department of Education and Skills and operates under the aegis of Léargas.  

The Output Statement Report 2011 provides an overview of the activities and programme of events of NCGE in 
fulfilling its aims of supporting, developing and promoting best practice in guidance within education, in the 
context of lifelong learning, and in accordance with the terms set down in the Education Act 1998. 

The current members of the Management of Guidance Committee (MGC) were nominated by Ms Mary Coughlan 
TD, Tánaiste and Minister for Education and Skills and duly appointed, in 2010, by the Board of Léargas for a 
three year term of office. 

The MGC worked closely with Ms Jennifer McKenzie, the newly appointed Director and the staff of NCGE in 
focussing on the development of a strategic plan during 2011. This plan becomes key in informing future 
decision-making and the members of the MGC have played a notable role in overseeing and supporting the 
progressive work undertaken by the highly professional staff in line with its terms of reference and in response to 
the priority needs in guidance and counselling as identified within the education sector. 

The support provided throughout the year by Mr Jim Mullin, Executive Director, Léargas, and its Board, is deeply 
appreciated. Also the support extended by the Minister and officials of the Department of Education and Skills 
assisted greatly in advancing the work undertaken by NCGE throughout 2011. 

The importance of the contribution of guidance and counselling within the various levels of education is both 
supported and recognised by NCGE. This is reflected in the on-going demand, recorded in 2011, for a range of 
inputs from NCGE personnel at both National and International events. 

In my role as Chair I have been most impressed by the diligence and high level of professional competence of the 
Director and each and every member of the staff of NCGE. Their enthusiasm was duly recognised at the launch of 
the National Forum on Guidance in October. It was also acknowledged with the formal acceptance of NCGE and 
its elevation to full membership of the European Lifelong Guidance Policy Network (ELGPN) as the Irish 
representative body. 

Tugann na baill ar an Bórd Bainistíochta ana chabhair agus cómhairle domsa agus gabhaim fíor buíochas do gach 
uile duine acu agus le lucht fóirne uilig an Lárionad Náisiúnta um Threoir san Oideachas. 

Is mise, 

  

 

Barra O’Briain 
Chairperson, Management of Guidance Committee  
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INTRODUCTION FROM DIRECTOR 

2011 was a significant year for NCGE.  The core programme of NCGE  i.e. to provide support for the development 
of best practice in guidance across the spectrum of the education sector, to provide resources and information via 
NCGE News and to liaise with other agencies and stakeholders, continued within the context of new and 
innovative ideas from national and international developments.  

The Department of Education and Skills supported the application for full membership status of the European 
Lifelong Guidance Policy Network and designated NCGE to represent Ireland.  Now actively participating in the 
ELGPN, NCGE can ensure that Ireland remains up to date on European and international developments and best 
practice in guidance provision.   As part of our ELGPN brief, Minister of State for Training and Skills, Ciarán 
Cannon TD, launched the National Forum on Guidance in October. Participants were treated to a powerful 
keynote address by Tony Watts, OBE. This forum to support co-operation and communication drew 
representation from key stakeholders across the guidance community and the feedback from participants 
regarding the event was very encouraging. 

Our continued involvement in Academia – European Exchange of Guidance Counsellors as part of the Lifelong 
Learning Programme (LDV Mobility Action) offers guidance counsellors unique opportunities to learn from 
colleagues/peers throughout Europe. NCGE has successfully retained continued funding for the Euroguidance 
Centre (NRC) which sustains our central position in promoting mobility as part of the EU 2020 Agenda.  To ensure 
innovation within our European programme, we have developed and piloted a system for National Data Sources 
for Ploteus II with the National Qualifications Authority of Ireland/Qualifax. 

In ICT, NCGE Euroguidance entered the social media world with the launch of the EG Ireland Facebook page and 
we continued the process of redeveloping our ICT infrastructures such as the Virtual Learning Environment and 
our website. 

Difficult budget decisions announced in 2011 presented challenges for all involved in guidance provision in the 
education sector. Yet within this changing landscape, NCGE sought to ensure that communication and 
collaboration with DES and relevant stakeholders would continue to provide proactive approaches to support 
guidance provision in post primary schools and in the further education sector.    

I wish to take this opportunity to thank our Chairperson and members of the Management of Guidance 
Committee, for their professionalism and dedication while also thanking staff and contractors, for their open 
mindedness, their flexibility and their commitment to the work of the Centre. 

 

 

 

Jennifer McKenzie  
Director, NCGE   
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NATIONAL CENTRE FOR GUIDANCE IN EDUCATION 

The National Centre for Guidance in Education is an agency of the Department of Education and Skills, under the 
aegis of Léargas, with responsibility to support and develop guidance practice in all areas of education and to 
inform the policy of the Department in the field of guidance.  

In defining guidance in the education sector NCGE is informed by both the National Guidance Forum Report 2007 
1 and DES Guidelines 2005 2 which state that 

 “Guidance facilitates people throughout their lives to manage their own educational, training, occupational,  personal,  

social  and  life  choices  so  that  they  reach  their  full  potential  and contribute to the development of a better society”   

National Guidance Forum 2007  

“Guidance in schools refers to a range of learning experiences provided in a developmental sequence that assist students to 

develop self- management skills which will lead to effective choices and decisions about their lives. It encompasses the three 

separate but interlinked areas of personal and social development, educational guidance and career guidance”.   

Guidelines for Second Level Schools on the Implications of Section 9 (c) of the Education Act 1998, relating to 
students' access to appropriate guidance. 

The strategic aims informing the work of the Centre are detailed below.   

THE AIMS OF NCGE ARE TO: 

• Promote the implementation of best practice in guidance and counselling in schools, centres for 
education, and adult education settings in accordance with the requirements of the Education Act 1998  

• Promote the implementation of best practice in guidance and counselling in both formal and informal 
settings in accordance with national priorities  

• Advise on policy and strategies for the promotion of a continuum of guidance in the context of lifelong 
learning  

• Provide advice, support, materials and resources for guidance and counselling in education  

• Advise on high quality and relevant initial guidance counselling education and training and to provide 
Continuing professional development (CPD) for guidance practitioners  

                                                                 
1 http://www.nationalguidanceforum.ie/documents/NGF_Guidance_for_Life%20final.pdf 

2 http://www.ncge.ie/uploads/pp_guidelines_second_level_schools_9c.pdf 

 

 

http://www.nationalguidanceforum.ie/documents/NGF_Guidance_for_Life%20final.pdf
http://www.ncge.ie/uploads/pp_guidelines_second_level_schools_9c.pdf
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• Organise the provision of guidance to Irish nationals in the European Schools  

• Contribute to the exchange of information on guidance and counselling provision and practice with other 
guidance and employment services, through the National Resource Centre, (EUROGUIDANCE Centre) 
both in Ireland and in other Member States of the EU. 

In fulfilling its aims NCGE, as a constituent part of Léargas, is committed to working in collaboration and 
partnership with relevant stakeholders including the Department of Education and Skills, Directors of Studies, the 
Institute of Guidance Counsellors, the Adult Education Guidance Association of Ireland, Higher Education 
Authority, FÁS, National Association of Principals and Deputy Principals and other Government Departments and 
National and Employer agencies where appropriate. 
 
NCGE provides support and development for guidance practitioners in the education sector and promotes 
European mobility and the European dimension of guidance in education and training.  As a member of the 
EUROGUIDANCE network, funded by the EU Lifelong Learning Programme, the Centre also assists people seeking 
information on education and training opportunities in Europe.  NCGE provides advice and assistance to a wide 
range of organisations and individuals involved in education, training and employment in guidance matters.  
 

MANAGEMENT OF GUIDANCE COMMITTEE 

The NCGE Management of Guidance Committee was established in 2010 as a subcommittee of the Board of 
Léargas with Mr Barra O’Briain appointed as Chair. This sub -committee is responsible for the management of 
NCGE guidance policy, supports and delivery issues within the overall budgetary, governance and human 
resource framework determined by Léargas, The Exchange Bureau in consultation with the Department of 
Education and Skills. 

For further details of the role and responsibilities of the Management of Guidance Committee, see Appendix 1  

FINANCE SUB COMMITTEE  

The Management of Guidance Finance Sub-Committee meets quarterly. Management accounts are prepared by 
Léargas for the subcommittee, and a report is presented to the Management of Guidance Committee.  The 
Finance subcommittee comprises the Director of NCGE, the Chair of the Management of Guidance Committee, the 
Executive Director of Léargas and a representative of the Department of Education and Skills and by the Finance 
and Audit Committee.  
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SUMMARY OF KEY OUTPUTS FOR 2011 

A MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

 
The Management of Guidance Committee attended training in Corporate Governance and began the process of 
Strategic Planning for the next three to five years. The Management of Guidance Committee met four times in 
2011.  
 
NCGE worked closely with Léargas to identify appropriate new premises and to make plans for moving to shared 
accommodation and services with Léargas.  
 
NCGE applied successfully for a Work Placement Programme participant as part of the national FÁS programme.  
This placement was filled for 9 months - April - December in 2011. The participant provided administration 
assistance to the Director and carried out general clerical administration support duties for the Centre.  
 

B POST PRIMARY ACTIVITIES 

 
Currently within the post–primary schools sector, there are 724 second level schools, which include schools under 
the Free Education Scheme (FES), fee-paying private schools, designated DEIS schools and post leaving 
certificate Colleges of Further Education 

NCGE provides a continuing professional development programme for guidance counsellors within the post 
primary sector to develop their skills in Whole School Guidance Planning (WSGP). NCGE provides the Whole 
School Guidance Planning programme as a HETAC accredited Single Subject Certificate at NFQ Level 8.  School 
principals are invited to participate in an initial workshop on WSGP to support the guidance counsellor in the 
programme and modules are then delivered through a blended learning approach i.e. using the NCGE Virtual 
Learning Environment.    

NCGE Director and Guidance Programme Co-ordinator liaised with HETAC to clarify the issue regarding new 
nomenclature for HETAC awards to bring NCGE WSGP programme award in line with all HETAC providers.   
 
Since its inception in 2005, 229 guidance counsellors have attended Module 1, 27 of these guidance counsellors 
have continued with this cpd programme and attended Module 2.  
 
In 2011, 20 schools participated in Module 1 in two Dublin centres (i.e. 10 guidance counsellors per centre)  
NCGE developed an island (Cuan Eolais) in the 3D virtual world Second Life™ in partnership with Kilkenny 
Education Centre for the purpose of supporting guidance counsellor’s professional development.  As part of a pilot 
programme to integrate ICT into CPD programmes, the use of Second Life was integrated into Module 1 and 
Module 3 delivery in 2011.   This programme allows guidance counsellors to attend the workshops from their own 
offices in schools and removed the need to incur travel and substitution costs. As part of the pilot, Second Life 
was also used to support three communities of practice meetings for five guidance counsellors in 2011.  The 
three meetings were facilitated by Professor Jean McNiff, working from her UK office as well as the Centre.  
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Whole School Guidance Planning Programme Module 3 was delivered for the first time from October 2011 to May 
2012.  Prior to workshop 1 all 9 participants received support and feedback from the course team in terms of 
their readiness for the module.  Meetings prior to workshop 1 were held virtually in Second Life.   
 
In conjunction with City of Dublin VEC, NCGE piloted the delivery of Module 1 to 9 CDVEC Colleges of Further 
Education guidance counsellors in 2011.  Materials were developed by NCGE to reflect the different range of 
guidance provided within Colleges of Further Education. 
Review of the pilot programme suggested that in future provision of the programme, NCGE could adapt the 
content to include both post primary and CFE guidance counsellors within the one programme. 
 

PROVISION OF RESOURCES AND MATERIALS FOR POST PRIMARY 

NCGE publishes the NCGE News  e-zine twice per year. See section H for more information on this interactive 
newsletter. 

Each publication of the NCGE News provides articles on good practice and information for guidance and book 
reviews and website reviews to inform post primary guidance counsellors. 

Supplements are provided within the online e-zine to support post primary guidance provision.  In the summer 
edition NCGE Euroguidance Co-ordinator collaborated with AHEAD to develop ‘Mobility for All’, a set of guidelines 
to support students with disabilities in exploring mobility opportunities for learning abroad.  Previous supplements 
include collaborations with GLEN (Gay and Lesbian Equality Network) to provide guidelines for post primary 
guidance counsellors in provision of guidance to students who are gay, lesbian bi-sexual, transgender. These 
supplements can be viewed here. 

  

RESEARCH INTO THE PRACTICE OF COUNSELLING BY GUIDANCE COUNSELLORS IN SECOND LEVEL 
SCHOOLS 
 
This research was carried out in 2009-2010 as a nationwide survey of post-primary guidance counsellors. 
Questionnaires and regionally based focus groups with guidance counsellors, school principals and stakeholders 
were held as part of the research process.  Researchers submitted the final report to NCGE, which was published 
in December 2011.  This research is available to download on 
http://www.ncge.ie/uploads/The_Practice_of_Counselling_by_Guidance_Counsellors_in_Post_Primary_Schools.pdf  
 
The DES published its response to the research recommendations with an outline of actions requested of NCGE to 
respond to and address these recommendations. http://www.ncge.ie/uploads/DES_Response_to_Research.pdf  

http://www.ncge.ie/home/resources-adv-results/search&publication_type=Handbook/
http://www.ncge.ie/uploads/The_Practice_of_Counselling_by_Guidance_Counsellors_in_Post_Primary_Schools.pdf
http://www.ncge.ie/uploads/DES_Response_to_Research.pdf
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COMMITTEE OF PSYCHOMETRIC TESTING  
 
NCGE convenes and chairs the meeting of the Advisory Committee on Psychometric Testing annually on behalf 
the DES. This meeting was held on 30th May, 2011.  This Committee comprises representatives from DES, PSI, 
NEPS, IGC, ILSA CIC, and DSGC.  

The remit of the Committee is to review annually the Department of Education and Skills’ list of formal 
assessment instruments (including tests) approved for use in guidance and/or learning support in post-primary 
schools for the forthcoming academic year. 

2011 approved list can be viewed here. 

 

C ADULT EDUCATION SECTOR ACTIVITIES 

 
NCGE co-ordinates the development of the Adult Educational Guidance Initiative (AEGI) on behalf of the DES.  
There are 40 AEGI Services nationally managed by the VECs and WIT.  
In response to the Overarching Evaluation of the AEGI report 20103, the National Advisory Group for the AEGI 
was re-established in 2011 as a smaller group than previously, chaired and managed by the DES Further 
Education Section, with membership of NCGE, IVEA, AEGAI and DES  
 
The Director represents NCGE and the AEGI on the DES IVEA Advisory group for the Intensive Tuition of Adult 
Basic Education (ITABE), the DES initiative to support adult literacy.   
As part of the SOLAS developments, NCGE worked with the Further Education section on the guidance sub group 
of the SOLAS implementation group   
 
NCGE worked with the DES Further Education Section to make appropriate changes to the DES required AEGI 
Quarterly reports. DES and NCGE agreed that these reports would in future be required from AEGI services twice 
per year. These reports ensure both quantitative and qualitative data are recorded on the guidance service 
provision of the 40 AEGI services nationally. NCGE began a pilot of these new reports in consultation with the 
AEGI services in 2011 with the view to completing the pilot in 2012. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                 
3 Overarching Research on the Adult Educational Guidance Initiative (2010) 

http://www.ncge.ie/resources/research  

http://www.education.ie/en/Schools-Colleges/Information/Supports-for-Pupils-with-Special-Needs/%20.
http://www.ncge.ie/resources/research
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GENERAL AEGI ACTIVITIES 
 
NCGE co-ordinated and provided the Continuing Professional Development programme for the 40 AEGI Guidance 
Co-ordinators,  38 Guidance Counsellors and 40 Information officers in May and December. NCGE co-ordinated 
and provided the Continuing Professional Development programme for the 118 staff of the AEGI 
services  
NCGE provided technical support to the AEGI services and staff and liaised with VEC/ WIT management in 
relation to the AEGI services on a regular basis. 

AEGI WEB BASED HANDBOOK 
 
NCGE manages and develops the online handbook for AEGI on behalf of the DES. NCGE co-ordinated the 
development of online resources for the AEGI Web -based Handbook. With changes to the Quarterly reports, 
NCGE provided an executive summary report for the Services, which was accessible to all Services via the 
Handbook. This is available with secure staff access on www.ncgeaegihandbook.com 
NCGE worked in collaboration with the AEGI services to develop ICT based resources for the handbook. 
 

D PRIMARY EDUCATION AND NON-FORMAL SECTOR ACTIVITIES  

 
NCGE News includes articles on guidance issues in non-formal and primary education sector.   
Articles were published in NCGE News highlighting guidance practice in primary education across the EU.   
 
The Guidance Officer working on the EUROGUIDANCE network liaised with the Primary Support teacher’s network 
and continued to research the level of formal guidance in the primary school system in other EU countries. 
Examples of good practice were disseminated in NCGE News.  
 
NCGE continued to work with NEPS in relation to guidance provision in Youthreach services nationally and began 
to establish links with individual Youth Information Centres.  
 

E HIGHER EDUCATION ACTIVITIES 

 
NCGE made presentations to post-graduate students of guidance counselling in the universities on areas of 
guidance policy and Euroguidance activities.  NCGE attended and presented at the postgraduate fairs in 
University of Limerick (UL) and University College Cork (UCC). 
 
NCGE News includes articles on guidance issues in higher education and highlights examples of innovative 
practice and resources. 
 
NCGE provides the Whole School Guidance Planning programme as a HETAC accredited course.  
 
NCGE Director and Guidance Programme Co-ordinator met with HETAC to clarify the issue regarding new 
nomenclature for HETAC awards to bring NCGE WSGP programme award in line with all HETAC providers. 

http://www.ncgeaegihandbook.com/
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DIRECTORS OF STUDIES IN GUIDANCE COUNSELLING (DSGC) 
 
NCGE hosted and chaired four meetings of the Directors of Studies in Guidance Counselling.  Interim 
Guidelines on the Counselling Competences for Guidance Counselling Education Programmes were 
finalised and disseminated by the Group in March 2011. These are available to download from 
http://www.ncge.ie/resources/directors-of-studies-of-guidance-counselling/ 
 
NCGE hosted a strategic planning day for the Directors group to focus on plans for continued 
collaboration and co-operation of the group.  
A meeting of the Directors with the IGC was also held in 2011.   
  

F EUROPEAN ACTIVITIES 

EUROGUIDANCE 
 
NCGE Guidance Officer (Euroguidance Co-ordinator) attended study visits and hosted visits as outlined in the 
grant request for Euroguidance programme of activities and attended EUROGUIDANCE Network training 
throughout the year.   
 
Euroguidance Co-ordinator contributes to Euroguidance activities via editing of the Euroguidance network 
newsletter, responding to all Euroguidance queries and the active involvement in the redevelopment of the 
Euroguidance website with other network partners. 
   
NCGE lead and piloted the development of a National Data Source for PLOTEUS II with NQAI/Qualifax and 
Intrasoft, the EU Commission contracted software Development Company. The Euroguidance Co-ordinator, 
NCGE/DES representative Mark Deegan, and NQAI representatives presented the outcomes of the pilot to the 
PLOTEUS II co-ordination meetings in Brussels in October. 
 
As part of a digital marketing strategy for Euroguidance, proposed by the Euroguidance Co-ordinator, NCGE 
established a Facebook page for the promotion of mobility and learning opportunities across the EU.  

EUROPEAN SCHOOLS 

On behalf of the Department of Education and Skills,  NCGE supports and co-ordinates the guidance 
service to the European Schools (www.eursc.org) with  the provision of two guidance counsellors to 
work with relevant European Schools in Brussels and Luxembourg. Guidance provision includes group 
and one-to-one guidance for students, information evenings for parents and a phone and on-line 
service.  

NCGE co-ordinated and developed new resources for this service in collaboration with the two 
guidance counsellors. 

http://www.ncge.ie/resources/directors-of-studies-of-guidance-counselling/
http://www.facebook.com/EuroguidanceIreland
http://www.eursc.org/
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ACADEMIA 

NCGE co-ordinates Academia (the European Exchange of Guidance Counsellors) which is funded by the Lifelong 
Learning Programme, as part of the Leonardo da Vinci (VET Pro Mobility) action.  NCGE in co-operation with Irish 
guidance practitioners hosted a programme for 11 incoming practitioners from Italy, Sweden, Finland, Norway, 
France and Spain in March 2011 in Dublin.  Irish guidance counsellors went on exchange visits to Finland, 
Estonia, Norway and France.  http://www.ncge.ie/europe/study-visits-academia/ 

 

EU CONFERENCES 
 
As DES designated representative, NCGE lead the country team, working with the DES Inspectorate and 
Institute of Guidance Counsellors to complete the submission to the International Centre for Career 
Development and Public Policy (www.iccdpp.org).  NCGE attended the ICCDPP Symposium as part of 
the country team in Budapest Hungary in December 2011.  
 

G EUROPEAN LIFELONG GUIDANCE POLICY NETWORK (ELGPN)   

 
Application documents for full membership were forwarded on behalf of DES to ELGPN by NCGE/ 
Léargas at end 2010.  DES appointed NCGE as the designated representative for Ireland to ELGPN for 
the phase 2011-2012.  NCGE attended the two plenary meetings in 2011 in Hungary and Poland with 
full membership status.  NCGE actively participated in two further work package group meetings on 
quality assurance and evidence based practice held in Estonia and Luxembourg. 

NATIONAL FORUM ON GUIDANCE 

Under the brief of the ELGPN programme to support co-operation and co-ordination of guidance 
services, NCGE proposed to the DES that a National Forum on Guidance be established. The aim of the 
National Forum on Guidance (2011-2012) would be to provide a forum for dialogue, exchanging 
information and exploring possibilities for co-operation and co-ordination. 

Minister of State for Training and Skills, Ciarán Cannon TD, launched the National Forum on Guidance 
in October 2011.  http://www.ncge.ie/about-us/national-forum-guidance/ 

http://www.ncge.ie/europe/study-visits-academia/
http://www.iccdpp.org/
http://www.ncge.ie/about-us/national-forum-guidance/
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H GENERAL 

PUBLICATIONS, RESOURCES AND MATERIALS    
 
NCGE News was produced in electronic (e-zine) version twice in 2011 providing spring and winter 
editions.  NCGE Information Officer co-ordinates the process, including editing of articles submitted, 
producing draft copies, liaising with the design and publication team. All staff in NCGE source and/or 
write articles for NCGE on an on-going basis. Providing NCGE News as an online publication allows the 
opportunity to disseminate it both nationally and internationally to a targeted readership of almost 
3000 in the guidance community. The 2011 editions are available to view online – Issue 35 Summer 
2011 and Issue 36 Winter 2011   
 
The NCGE website provides information to clients and stakeholders on the role and activities of NCGE.  
The website features a ‘What’s New’ section where all staff can draw attention to details in their 
programmes such as application dates, course schedules etc. as the need arises. 

INFORMATION PROVISION AND CONFERENCES  
 
NCGE hosted stands at conferences of both the Institute of Guidance Counsellors in March, and Higher 
Options in September.  This provided direct access to NCGE for guidance counsellors and other clients 
of the Centre.  
 

I  ICT DEVELOPMENTS IN NCGE  

 
NCGE worked with a software development company on the redevelopment of the Virtual learning 
Environment (VLE) following a formal request for tender process. The VLE was redeveloped using the 
Moodle Open Source Platform.  Moodle was customised in some instances to suit the target audience.  
All course content and activities for the Whole School Guidance Planning programme (including video 
and audio material produced by NCGE) were uploaded to the VLE.  The VLE is accessible through 
http://vle.ncge.ie   
 
Following a request for tenders’ process, NCGE contracted the services of a web design company for 
the redesign and development of the NCGE website in 2011, for re-launch in 2012.   
 
NCGE continued to use Survey Monkey™ questionnaires for online feedback and evaluation of the CPD 
Whole School Guidance Planning workshops.  

http://www.twelvehorses.ie/ncgeissue35/
http://www.twelvehorses.ie/ncgeissue35/
http://www.twelvehorses.ie/ncgeissue36/
http://vle.ncge.ie/
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NATIONAL CENTRE FOR GUIDANCE IN EDUCATION 

FINANCIAL REPORT  

 
NCGE funding 
Core funding for the National Centre for Guidance in education is provided directly from the 
Department of Education and Skills.  Qualifications, Curriculum and Assessment Policy Unit (QCAP)  
provides funding for the core NCGE programmes ; Further Education Section funds the AEGI 
programme within NCGE; DES International Section  funds the European Schools programme ; EU 
funding via the Lifelong Learning programme  supports the Euroguidance Centre, ELGPN, and  
Academia programmes within NCGE .  
 
NCGE Summary Accounts 2011  
Expenditure as detailed below includes co-ordination and delivery of programmes across the guidance 
in lifelong learning spectrum, staff salaries and Centre overheads.  Detailed financial reports are 
provide quarterly and annually via Income and Expenditure returns to DES, Board of Léargas and 
annual financial returns to EU Commission for EU funded programmes 
 
NCGE Summary Accounts 2011  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Funding Source Income  Expenditure 

DES   QCAP unit 505,903 433,736 

DES   Further Education 192,338 192,338 

Other:  

Leonardo Da Vinci NRC 

(i.e. Euroguidance) 

Academia 

European Schools 

ELGPN   

45,857 

 

118,024 

 

TOTAL  744,098 744,098 
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NATIONAL CENTRE FOR GUIDANCE IN EDUCATION 

STAFF IN 2011  

 
Jennifer McKenzie   Director   
Linda Darbey       Guidance Programme Co-ordinator  
Hilary Lynch        Guidance Officer (Euroguidance Co-ordinator)  
Ursula Kearney       Guidance Officer 
Shivaun Gallagher      Information Officer  
James Hogan        Office Administrator 
 
 

MANAGEMENT OF GUIDANCE COMMITTEE 2011  

 
Barra O’Briain    Chairman 
 
Margaret Kelly   (Department of Education and Skills, DES)  
Jim Mullin    (Léargas)  
Marian O Callaghan   (Léargas)  
John Wynne    (Adult Educational Guidance Association of Ireland, AEGAI)  
Eilis Coakley    (Institute of Guidance Counsellors, IGC)  
Patricia McDonagh   (National Association of Principals and Deputy Principals, NAPD) 
Vacant position   (Directors of Studies)  
Colum Layton    (Department of Education and Skills DES)  
Peter Brown    (Higher Education Authority, HEA)  
Paul Hill    (FÁS)  
  
Jennifer McKenzie  Director NCGE (ex–officio)  
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APPENDIX 1 

THE ROLE OF THE MANAGEMENT OF GUIDANCE COMMITTEE IS TO: 
 

• Oversee and give strategic direction to the work of the National Centre for Guidance in Education in 
accordance with the aims of the Centre and the priority needs of the education system. 

• Ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of the Centre in providing quality advice, professional 
development, materials and resources in guidance and counselling to guidance practitioners in schools, 
centres for education and adult education settings. 

• Manage and give strategic direction to the work of the Centre as a national focal point for the mutual 
exchange of information on guidance and counselling practice with other guidance and employment 
services, both in Ireland and with other Member States of the EU.  

• Provide for the operation of the Centre in compliance with statutory, administrative and public 
procurement requirements, and as appropriate with the Code of Practice for the Governance of State 
Bodies insofar as guidance policy, supports and delivery issues are concerned, and to ensure an 
appropriate reporting framework to Léargas insofar as the activities of the Centre, and budgetary, human 
resources and staffing issues are concerned.  

• Report to the Department of Education and Skills on the operation of the Centre, and to provide a written 
report on an annual basis on the Centre’s activities, including its efficiency and effectiveness in supporting 
best practice in guidance provision.   

• Liaise on an on-going basis with the Department of Education and Skills on all matters of major policy 
concern which impact on the provision of guidance services to stakeholders or the effective operation of 
the Centre.  

 

The Committee has specific responsibility for:  

• prioritisation and approval of NCGE’s programme of activities and budget plans  

• Approval of inputs concerning NCGE into Léargas strategic plans, annual reports / Output statement 
reports etc. 

• approval of terms of major contracts on behalf of NCGE, within the framework of accountability agreed 
with Léargas 

• preparation of accounts and an  annual report / Output statement report  concerning NCGE’s activities for 
Léargas for the Department of Education and Skills 
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